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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Statement of the problem 

Dental porcelains play an integral role in most esthetic fixed restorations: Physical 

properties such as translucency and light transmission have made dental porcelains the 

material of choice for long-term cosmetic restorations. However, as with any 

biomaterial, biocompatibility is a concern with dental porcelain. Dental porcelains are 

used where they are in contact with the oral epithelium and connective tissue for decades. 

Porcelains have long been considered the most inert of dental materials, and their 

biocompatibility has often been assumed for this reason. Hence, the biocompatibility of 

newer ceramics, which are fundamentally different chemically from traditional ceramics, 

is not known. Recent evidence has shown that some of the newer formulations may be 

severely toxic in vitro initially, but improve with time. Upon aggressive perturbation of 

the surface, the cytotoxicity returns for some materials. However, it is not known if 

common oral stresses such as exposure to acids or toothbrushing are sufficient to cause a 

reversion of these materials to their cytotoxic state .. The long-term biological liability of 

these materials is linked, in part, to this question. 

1 
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B. Significance, hypothesis, and specific aims 

If common oral stresses such as acids and toothbrushing cause a reversion to a 

cytotoxic state for this class of materials, then their long-term biologic risk is 

substantially greater since the materials "will ''become cytotoxic" each time the restoration 

is stressed. The hypothesis of this study is that normal oral conditions (brushing, 

toothpastes, and low pH) will alter the cytotoxicity of all-ceramic restorative materials. 

The statistical null hypothesis is that brushing under these conditions will not change the 

cytotoxicity. The specific aims of this investigation are 1) to assess the effect of 

toothbrushing with and without toothpaste on the cytotoxic response of all-ceramic 

restorative materials, 2) to assess the effect ofbrushing conditions under acidic 

conditions (pH 4), and 3) to measure the ceramic specimen surface damage as a function 

of brushing and acid. Clinically, this study will establish whether brushing and acid 

exposure increases the risk of altering the local response of the periodontium in close 

contact with these ceramic materials . 

. · ·. 
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C. Review of the related literature 

Biocompatibilty: definitions 

N() material used in dentistry is totally inert.1 When a foreign material is placed into 

living tissue, interactions with the ~urroundings will occur and some biological response 

will result.2 This is especially important in dentistry because many materials used are 

selected with the expectation that they will be in place for long periods of time. 

Biocompatibility can be defmed as, "the ability of a material to elicit an appropriate 

biological response in a given application."3 This definition takes into account that the 

host, the material, and the way the material is used must be considered when addressing 

the biological response to a material. Thus, a material may not be biologically acceptable 

in all applications. Biocompatibility is determined by some expectation of how that 

material should perform in a given application. For example, a material that is acceptable 

as a cast crown may not be acceptable as a dental implant. With a dental implant, the 

expectation is that the material will allow the bone to integrate with the implant. In this 

situation, the appropriate biological response for the implant is osseointegration. 



In a cast crown, the expectation is that the material will not inflame the pulpal or 

periodontal tissues, but osseointegration is not an expectation. Therefore, the 

biocompatibility of a material depends on the physiologic function for which material is 

intended and what biological response that is required from a material.4 

4 

The response of the host to the material is ever-changing due to the dynamic nature of 

the body. An initially biocompatible material may not always be biocompatible because 

the material may not adapt to new conditions in vivo. The body is also subject to age and 

disease, both of which can alter the biological interface with the material. For example, a 

titanium dental implant can be successfi)lly osseointegrated in a patient for a significant 

period of time. If the patient changed in some way, it could compromise the 

osseointegration. Possible changes include pathologic changes (development of cancer, 

immunosuppression), changes in habits (parafunctional habits, smoking), or microbial 

changes (poor plaque control, peri-implantitis). All of these circumstances represent a 

changed host-material relationship that could result in failure of an initially successful 

implant. 

Periodontium 

The tissues that surround and support the teeth comprise the periodontium. This term 

comes from the Latin, peri which means "around" and the Greek, odous meaning "tooth." 

The periodontium therefore includes cementum, periodontal ligament, alveolar bone, and 

gingiva. These structures will be briefly reviewed because of their importance in the 

biological response to materials. 
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Figure 1: Mid-saggital section of a canine tooth. 5 
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The cementum is the only tissue considered both as a part of the tooth and a part of the 

periodontium. It is a thin, calcified layer of tissue that covers the dentin of the root. The· 

cementum is thicker (200-600 f.lm) in the apical region of the tooth where it contains 

viable cells, compared to the coronal region (50-150 f.tm). The cementum serves to 

anchor the attachment of periodontal and gingival fibers. 6 

The periodontal ligament (PDL) is a thin band o(connective tissue that connects the 

tooth to the bony socket. It is composed of connective tissue fibers, cells, vasculature, 

nerves, and ground substance. The periodontal ligament is also rich in cells like 

osteoblasts, cementoblasts, and fibroblasts. The width of the PDL ranges from 0.15 to 

0.38 mm, with its narrowest aspect at the middle third of the root and its widest aspect 

cervically.7 
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Its fibers penetrate the cementum of the tooth and bind it to the bony walls of the socket. 

It permits limited movement of the tooth and serves to support the forces exerted during 

mastication, as well as performing sensory and vascular functions. 

The PDL fiber bundle is made up of 40-70 nrn thick collagen fibrils. Most of the 

collagen fibrils are arranged into fiber bundles. The fiber bundles are arranged into 

principal fiber gi:oups: .transseptal, alveolar crest, horizontal, oblique, apical, and 

interradicular (Figure 2). The portion of the principal fiber that is embedded into either 

cementum or bone is called a Sharpey's fiber. These fibers occasionally pass through the 

bone of the alveolar process to continue as principal fibers of an adjacent PDL.8 They 

may also run buccally and lingually to connect with the fibers of the periosteum covering 

the alveolar process. 

Figure 2: Principal fiber groups of the periodontal ligament. (A) transseptal, (B) 
alveolar crest; .(C) horizontal, (D) oblique, (E) apical, and (F) interradicular. 9 
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The alveolar process is the bony portion of the maxilla and the mandible where the 

teeth are embedded and by which the roots are supported. The alveolar socket is the 

cavity within the alveolar process in which the root of the tooth is held by the periodontal 

ligament. The bone that divides one socket from another is called the interdental septum. 

The alveolar process includes the cortical plate, trabecular bone, and alveolar bone 

proper. The cortical plate is composed of lingual and facial plates of compact bone. It is 

dense and provides attachment for muscles. The mandibular cortical plate is much more 

dense than the maxilla and has fewer areas for the passage of nerves and vascular 

structures. The trabecular bone is located in the central portion of the alveolar process. It 

is less dense and contains many marrow spaces. The trabecular bone has a web-like 

appearance on radiographs. The alveolar bone proper is a thin layer of cortical bone that 

forms the tooth socket. It is perforated with numerous canals that house blood vessels 

and nerves, which enter the periodontal ligament space. 9 

The gingiva is the part of the oral mucosa that covers the alveolar processes and 

surrounds the necks of the teeth. It is composed of stratified squamous epithelium and 

has numerous connective tissue projections. It has a coral pink color; some individuals 

show dark pigmented areas. It is made of two components: free and attached gingiva. 

The free gingiva is not physically attached to the tooth. On the lingual and facial 

aspects of the teeth, the free gingiva starts at the base of the clinical sulcus and terminates 

coronally at the free gingival margin. The gingival margin rolls onto the tooth forming a 

shallow pocket known as the sulcus. Interproximally, the shape of the free gingiva is 

defined by the size and shape of the contact areas and the shape of the CEJ. The anterior 

teeth have contact points and the interproximal free gingiva is pyramidal in shape. 
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Posterior teeth have contact areas and the interproximal free gingiva is flattened in a 

buccolingual direction. The flat area is known as the col region. The coronal elevations of 

the interdental gingiva give the free gingival margin a scalloped appearance.10 

The attached gingiva begins at the base of the clinical sulcus (or periodontal pocket) 

and terminates apically at the mucogingival junction where it joins the alveolar mucosa 

It sometimes shows a stippled surface similar to an orange peel. It is well attached to the 

underlying structures; unlike alveolar mucosa it is immobile. Attached gingival width 

varies in different regions of the mouth. In the maxilla, incisors have the widest zone of 

attached gingiva and premolars have the narrowest zon~ of attached gingiva. In the 

mandible, the lingual of the incisors have the narrowest zone of attached gingiva and the 

lingual of the molars have the widest zone of attached gingiva. Attached gingival width 

ranges from 1 to 9 mm.10 

Based on location, the gingival epithelium is divided into three main areas: oral 

epithelium facing the oral cavity, sulcular epithelium facing the tooth without contact and 

junctional epithelium which is in direct contact with the tooth surface. The union 

between the oral and sulcular epithelium with the underlying connective tissue is coarse. 

Epithelial projections known as rete pegs extend into the connective tissue. These 

epithelial projections form a complex system of interconnected ridges on the surface of 

the epithelium facing the connective tissue. In contrast, the healthy junctional epithelium 

has no rete pegs extending into the connective tissue.10 
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Oral and sulcular epithelia have similar structure. Both are made of keratin producing 

epithelial cells. Four layers are present in the epithelium: basal cell layer (stratum 

basale), spinous cell layer (stratum spinosum), granular cell layer (stratum granulosum), 

and keratinized cell layer (stratum cornimm).10 

The junctional epithelium differs structurally from the oral and sulcular epithelia. It is 

made of a basal cell layer and multiple suprabasal cell layers. The cells are flat and their 

size is larger than the cells in the oral and sulc~lar epithelium. Wide intercellular spaces 

exist between the cells. Polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMNs) are often observed 

between the epithelial cells. The junctional epithelium has a rate of rapid turnover. It is 

renewed by cell division in the basal cell layer; older cells move through the multiple 

layers of cells until they reach the bottom of the gingival sulcus were they are shed. It is 

wider coronally than apically. It is made of 15 - 20 cell layers at its coronal aspect and 

tapers to a single cell layer at the apical portion. Hemidesmosomes and a basal lamina 

maintain the connection between the tooth surface and the junctional epithelium. 10 

The major components of the connective tissue are cells, fibers, and matrix. The cells 

are mixed in a web of fibers and the spaces between them are filled with matrix. The 

fibroblast is the main connective tissue cell. It produces the many connective tissue fibers 

as well as the connective tissue matrix. The fibroblast is a stellate shaped cell with well

developed endoplasmic reticulum due to active protein synthesis. The fibroblast is not 

the only cell present in the connective .tissue. Many inflanunatory cells are seen such as 

mast cells, macrophages, lymphocytes, and PMNs.10 
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Connective tissue is abundant with fibers that are produced by the fibroblasts: 

collagen, reticulin, oxytalan, _and elastic. Collagen fibers are the most predominant and 

make up the majority of the gingival connective tissue. The gingival connective tissue 

fibers tend to be arranged in groups (Figure 3). Circular fibers encircle the teeth. 

Dentogingival fibers arise from the cementum of the root surfaces and project into the 

free gingiva. The dentoperiosteal fibers arise from the same areas of cementum as the 

dentogingival fibers and go over the crestal alveolar bone .towards the attached gingiva. 

The transseptal fibers extend between the root surfaces on top of the septal bone.10 

. . . ' 
• ' .. 

... .. t • "' •• 

TFI' lrl~l 
I ,. 

I .-

Figure 3: CF: circular fibers, DGF: dentogingivalfibers, DPF: dentoperiostealfibers, 

TF: transseptal fibers. 11 
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The connective tissue contains a matrix that is a product of the mast cells and blood. It 

is a medium in which biological functions like transportation of nutrients and metabolites 

occur. The main components of the matrix are large complex molecules of 

proteinpolysaccharides. Each of these molecules occupies large spaces in the connective 

tissue. They act as a filter regulating the passage of smaller molecules and fluid flow 

through the matrix. They also provide resiliency, allowing the gingival tissues to maintain 

their shape.10 

Biocompatibility and the periodontnium 

Dental restorations affect the periodontium because of their close proximity to these 

tissues. Phy~ical properties of restorations such as marginal adaptation, surface 

roughness, contours, and proximal relationships play a role in periodontal health by way 

of plaque accumulation and physical displacement. 11 This has been the traditional view 

of how restorations affect the periodontium. Since restorative materials are often placed 

near, at, or below the gingival margin, the biocompatibility of the material itself also 

becomes a concern. 

Any restoration (e.g. gold, resin, or porcelain) that substitutes for the natural tooth 

wall of the gingival margin could have a biologic effect on the periodontal tissues. 

Numerous studies have reported the long term (weeks to months) release of metal ions 

from dental alloys. High-noble and noble casting alloys, 12 base metal casting alloys, 

orthodontic alloys, 13 and amalgam 14 release metal ions over periods of weeks to months 

in vitro. Although adverse tissue response has largely been attributed to bacterial plaque, 

several cases exist where reactions can be attributed to the restorative material placed. 
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Two case reports where patients exhibited severe periodontal destruction over a short 

period of time following the cementation of fixed prostheses containing a high 

concentration of nickel have been reported.15 A severe gingival reaction such as 

thickened junctional epithelium and chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate has been reported 

following the placement of copper based crown in the dog model. 16 A similar gingival 

response to copper and nickel powders was reported in a rat model.17 These studies 

indicate that the release of metal ions are capable of causing adverse periodontal 

reactions. 

In chronic inflarmnatory diseases such as periodontitis, the macrophage plays a major 

role in the host inlmune response.18 The macrophage also plays and important role in the 

biological response .to dental materlals. 19
• 
20 Macrophage activity may be altered by long 

' 

term exposure to components of dental alloys 21 and also dentin bonding agents.22 This 

suggests that not only plaque, but also an altered inlmunological response may contribute 

to periodontal inflarmnation. 

Ceramics 

The word ceramic can be traced back to the Greek term keramos, meaning "a potter" 

or "pottery." Ceramics can be defined as products primarily made from nonmetallic 

materials that are fired at a high temperature. 23 They are typically crystalline in nature 

and are compounds formed between inorganic, metallic and nonmetallic elements such as. 

aluminum and oxygen (alumina-Al20 3), calcium and oxygen (calcia- CaO), and silicon 

and nitrogen (silicon nitride-ShN4).
24 
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The term ceramic has very broad meanings and applications due to the fact that 

ceramics are ubiquitous in our everyday life. Ceramics are used in homes as dinnerware, 

windows, and home insulation. They are used in industry as capacitors, insulators, 

piezoelectrics, magnets, and superconductors. Ceramic products such as floor, wall and 

roofing tile, cement, brick, gypsum, sewer pipe, and glass are building blocks in the 

world of construction. Bioceramic materials are used in medicine for repair and 

replacement of human hips, knees, and other body parts. In dentistry, ceramics are used 

for orthodontic brackets, dental implants, crowns, fixed partial dentures, inlays, and 

onlays.24 

Materials used in restorative dentistry 

The three basic classes of engineering materials are metals and their alloys, polymers, 

and ceramics. Metals and ceramics are quite distinct from each other, but have more in 

common with each other than with polymers. Traditionally, the most common materials 

used in dentistry for restoring teeth requiring an inlay, onlay, crown, or a fixed partial 

denture were metals. Over the years, an increasing demand for more esthetic restorations 

led to the use of tWo different materials: ceramics and polymers. 

The principal difference between metals and ceramics is the electron shell 

configuration of their component atoms. In metals, free electrons are easily lost to form 

metallic bonds, whereas ceramics are ionic ally or covalently bonded compounds and the 

electrons are held rigidly in well-defined positions. 
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Consequently, ceramics tend to be good electrical insulators. In many ceramics, the 

bonding among components of the crystal structure are stronger than in metals and so 

ceramics tend, for example, to have hlgher m~lting points than metals.24 

An important feature that metals share in common with ceramics is that both of these 

materials form large crystalline arrays of atoms. In contrast, polymers are made up of 

distinct molecules that can be very large. This difference is significant in terms of the 

properties of metals or ceramics versus those of polymers. For example, suppose that one 

wanted to melt a metal, a ceramic and a polymer. In the case of the metal, one must put 

in enough energy (in the form of heat) to break bonds between metal atoms. In the case 

of an ionic ceramic, one must provide sufficient energy to break strong ionic bonds, for 

example between Al3+ ions and 0 2
- ions in aluminum oxide (Ah03, which is commonly 

known as "alumina"). In contrast, in many polymers, what are known as "thermoplastic" 

polymers, the bonds between molecules (intermolecular bonds) are very weak and all that 

need happen for melting to occur is that the weak intermolecular bonds are broken. In 

such cases, there is no need to disassemble the molecules themselves to cause melting. 

Since only very weak intermolecular bonds need be broken, thermoplastic polymers have 

much lower melting points than most metals or ceramics.Z4 
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Ceramics used in restorative dentistry 

A definition of ceramics applicable to restorative dentistry is, " a compound of metals 

(such as aluminum, calcium, lithium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, tin, titanium, and 

zirconium) and non metals (such as silicon, boron, fluorine, and oxygen) that may be 

used as a single structural component, or as one of several layers that are used in the 

fabrication of a ceramic based prosthesis." 25 Dental ceramics fall into two categories: 

glass ceramics and feldspathic porcelains.4 

A glass ceramic can be defined as a solid consisting of one or more glassy and 

crystalline phases produced by the controlled nucleation and growth of crystals in the 

glass. Glass ceramics are commonly used for all-ceramic restorations. An important 

concept is that all porcelains are ceramics, but not all ceramics are porcelains.25 

Feldspathic porcelain is commonly used for metal-ceramic restorations, which account 

for 80% of ceramic restorations used in restorative dentistry. These restorations consist 

offeldspathic porcelain fused to a reinforcing·metal substructure.26 Feldspathic porcelain 

is a type of ceramic composed of a glass matrix phase and one or more crystalline phases. 

Leucite (KA1Sh06) is one very important and common crystalline phase of this material. 

Although this ceramic typically contains kaolin, quartz, and feldspar, feldspathic 

porcelain is actually a misnomer. Feldspar is not present in the final processed porcelain . . 

nor is it required as raw material to produce leucite crystals. 4 
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Classification of dental ceramics 

Dental ceramics (both glass ceramics and feldspathic porcelains) may be classified by 

their fusion temperature, fabrication method, or crystalline phases. 

Table 1: Classification of Dental Ceramic Materials.4 

Fabrication Crystalline Phase 

All-Ceramic Machined Alumina (AhOJ) 
Feldspar (KAlShOs) 

Mica CKM!l2.sS40JOF2) 

Slip-cast Alumina (Al203) 
Spinel (MgAl204) 

Heat~ pressed Alumina (AhOJ) 
Leucite (KA1Sh06) 

Sintered Alumina (AhOJ) 
Leucite (KA1Sh06) 

Ceramic-Metal Sintered Leucite (KA1Sh06) 
Feldspar (KA1Si30s) 

Denture Teeth Vacuum Feldspar (KAISbOs) 
Sintered 
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Fusion temperature 

Dental ceramics may be classified by their fusion temperature. This method of 

classification dates back to the 1940's wh,en the feldspathic porcelains were grouped 

based on their triaxial composition. The term triaxial refers to the three main ingredients 

for feldspathic porcelain: quartz, feldspar, and kaolin. The fusion temperature is dictated 

by the relative amounts of these three ingredients.4 

Table II: Classification of fusing temperatures 4 

Classification 

High-Fusing 

Medium-Fusing 

Low-Fusing 

Ultra-low Fusing 

Temperature 
oc (oF) 

1300 (2372) 

1101-1300 (2013-2072) 

850-1100 (1562-2012) 

<850 (1562) 

Medium and high-fusing ceramics are used in the production of denture teeth. 

Medium, low, and ultra-low ceramics are used for metal-ceramic or all-ceramic crowns 

and fixed partial dentures. The advantage of a high fusing ceramic is its ability to be 

repaired, added to, stained, or glazed without distortion. The biocompatibility oflow-

fusing and ultra-low fusing ceramics is less certain because of their apparent increased 

tendency toward corrosion.4
• 
25 
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Crystalline phase 

All dental ceramics are composed of two phases: a glassy phase surrounding a 

crystalline phase. The glassy phase is an amorphous phase similar to that of a polymer. 

The crystalline phase starts with building blocks of elements that are able to share four 

(or more) electrons. These elements, most commonly aluminum and silicon, form 

covalent bonds with oxygen yielding alumina (Ah03) and silica (SiOz). These 

compounds form the latticework of the crystalline structure. This crystalline phase 

determines the mechanical and optical properties of the ceramic. All-ceramic restorations 

contain up to 90% by volume of the crystalline phase. Leucite (KA1Siz06) is one very 

important and common crystalline phase for feldspathic porcelain.4 

Fabrication techniques 

The types of fabrication techniques used for dental ceramics are machining, sintering, 

slip-casting, and heat-pressing. Ceramics that are fused to metal substructures are 

fabricated by sintering. Sintering is defined as, "the process of heating closely packed 

particles to achieve interparticle bonding and sufficient diffusion to decrease the surface 

area or increase the density ofthe structure." 25 

All-ceramic restorations are fabricated by all of the above-mentioned techniques. 

Slip-casting condenses a slip on a refractory die. A slip is a suspension of a ceramic 

material in water. As the refractory die absorbs water, the ceramic suspension condenses 

uniformly on the walls of the die. Once the desired wall thickness is reached, the 

remaining slip is drained, the mold is separated or broken, and the part is removed, then 

sintered in an oven. 4 
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Heat-pressing involves the simultaneous application of external heat and pressure to 

shape the ceramic at a high temperature. This method utilizes part of the lost-wax casting 

technique for alloys. A wax pattern is produced, which is then invested in a refractory 

die material. The wax is then burned out to create the space to be filled by the glass 

ceramic. A specially designed pressing furnace is then used to fill the mold space from a 

pellet of the glass ceramic using a viscous flow process at a temperature of over 1100 °C. 

Use of this pressurizing system ensures a uniform compaction pressure throughout the 

ceramic mass and a homogeneous density distribution in the final ceramic product.4 

Machining is the milling of a ceramic block by a machine. Milling uses a multitooth 

cutter that rotates along various axes with respect to ceramic block. Milling employs a 

number of versatile machining operations, which are capable of producing a variety of 

configurations. Machining often is coupled with computer technology such as the 

CAD/CAM (computer assisted design/computer assisted machining), which optically 

scans the tooth preparation and mills the desired design from a digital irnage.4 

Properties of dental ceramics 

Dental ceramics have optical, physical, and chemical properties that govern their use 

in restorative dentistry. The fusing temperature 27 and the crystalline structure of the 

ceramic influence the properties of ceramics greatly. Most commonly recognized 

properties of ceramics are based on feldspathic porcelain. The optical properties of 

porcelains were the main factor that led porcelain to be used as a restorative material. 

The translucence, color (hue), and chroma allowed porcelain to be matched to mimic 

natural teeth. 
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Porcelains are considered to be chemically inert, with low thermal and electrical 

conductivity. Porcelains are very stiff, with elastic moduli of approximately 70 GPa. 

They have a high elastic limit and a very low percent elongation (less that 1 %). 

Porcelains are hard (460 kg/mm2
), and can be up to 30% harder than enamel (Vickers 

Hardness = 340 kg/mm2
). With high compressive strengths (875 MPa) but low tensile 

strengths (34 MPa); they are therefore brittle materials. They also have low flexural 

strengths (62-90 MPa) and low fracture toughness (0.78 MPa). These deficiencies led to 

porcelain to be used as a veneer over a metal substructure rather that be used alone for 

0 4 restorations. 

The ceramics used in all-ceramic restorations were developed in an effort to overcome 

the limitations of feldspathic porcelains. These ceramics consist of a crystalline core 

phase in a glassy matrix phase to strengthen their physical properties. The properties of 

all-ceramic cores are largely determined by the fabrication technique and the nature of 

the crystalline phase of the core material. These improved properties allow some all-

ceramic materials to be used in high stress-bearing situations such as posterior crowns 

that were not previously possible.4 
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Table III: Physical properties of feldspathic vs. all-ceramic restorative materials 4 

Ceramic 
Fabrication Flexural Fracture Elastic Hardness 
Method Strength Toughness Modulus 

Feldspathic 
Sintered 62-90MPa 0.78MPa 70GPa 460 kg/rnrn2 

Porcelain 
Alumina 

Sintered 138MPa 3.5-4 MPa 350 GPa NA 
Based (core) 
Leucite 
Reinforced Sintered 104MPa 1.5 MPa 63 GPa 6.24GPa 
(core) 
Lithium 
Disilicate Heat Pressed 350MPa 3.2MPa 110 GPa 5.13 GPa 
Based (core) 
Alumina 

Slip-cast 450MPa 4.8MPa 107 GPa 9.2GPa 
Based (core) 
Zirconia Slip-cast 600MPa 7.2MPa 74GPa 9.2 GPa 
Based (core) 
Mica Based 

Machined 230MPa 1.5 MPa NA NA (core) 
NA=Not available 

Biocompatibility and ceramics 

Ceramics have generally been regarded as one of the most biocompatible materials 

used in dentistry. They are resistant to corrosion and normally do not produce adverse 

biological reactions.28 Because of this perception, the biocompatibility of all-ceramic 

systems has largely been based upon the feldspathic ceramics. 

Most ceramic studies have confirmed that feldspathic ceramics are more stable with 

regard to mass release than other dental materials. 28
• 

29 The biocompatibility of ceramics 

are also comparable to gold according to some reports. 30 
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Ions are normally released from ceramics but with few apparent adverse effects.Z9
• 

31
• 

32 

However, the leaching of fluorescing agents, rare earth elements, opacifiers, and other 

ingredients may have possible adverse biological effects under very extreme physical 

conditions, such as refluxing operations in acidic and basic solutions at 98 oc for 10 

hours. 33, 34 

Little research has been done to test the biocompatibility of newer all-ceramic 

systems, with most conclusions about their biocompatibility based on ceramics as a 

whole. Only a few studies have specifically addressed the biological properties of newer 

ceramics. Lithium from lithium glass ceramics can leach in very basic solutions (pH=9), 

but only in negligible doses.28
• 

29 The alumina powder U'sed in all-ceramic restorative 

materials has been shown to be non-toxic in some in vitro studies. 35 A recent cytotoxicity 

study has reported no evidence of cytotoxicity in any of the all-ceramic materials tested. 32 

The biocompatibility of new dental. ~eramics has not been assessed with the same 

scrutiny as has been applied to alloys and composites. Yet, the biocompatibility of 

ceramics is critical to the long-term success of dental prostheses because ceramics are in 

close contact with oral tissues for extended periods. 36 
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A recent study suggests that ceramics might not be as· biocompatible as traditionally 

thought.36 Five dental ceramics (2 traditional feldspathic veneer porcelains [Vita Omega 

and Duceragold], 2 lithium disilicate pressable materials [StylePress and Empress-2], and 

a pressable leucite-based material [Empress-!]) were tested for their ability to alter 

cellular mitochondrial dehydrogenase activity after fabrication using a tetrazolium assay, 

after aging for 2 weeks in a biologic solution and after post-aging polishing with either a 

fine diamond or diamond polishing paste. Cellular responses were compared with 

polytetrafluoroethylene controls (analysis of variance, Tukey pairwise post-hoc 

comparison, alpha=0.05). 36 

The feldspathic porcelains caused only mild ( <25% of controls) mitochondrial 

suppression regardless of aging or polishing. The pressable leucite-based material 

initially caused a 5% stimulation (not significant) of mitochondrial activity, which 

decreased significantly (P<0.05) by 30% with aging to levels comparable to the 

feldspathic porcelains, and did not change with polishing. Both lithium disilicate 

materials caused an initial suppression of mitochondrial activity that decreased 

significantly with aging, but Empress-2 was severely cytotoxic initially (<20% of 

controls, P<.O 1 ), and became more cytotoxic again after polishing. StylePress was less 

cytotoxic initially (85% of controls, not significant) and did not become cytotoxic again 

after polishing. 36 
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This study showed that dental ceramics are not equivalent in their in vitro biologic 

effects, even within the same class of material, and biologic safety should not be 

assumed. Most ceramics caused only mild in vitro suppression of cell function to levels 

that would be acceptable on the basis of standards used to evaluate alloys and 

composites. However, I Li-disilicate material (Empress-2) exhibited cytotoxicity that 

would not be deemed biologically acceptable on the basis of prevailing empirical 

standards for dental alloys and composites. 36 
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Figure 4: Cellular response to ceramic materials, initially, and after 2 weeks of aging. 
See table IV for explanation of ceramic types. Cellular response was measured in terms 
of SDH activity, expressed in terms of negative (polytetraflouroethelyne [TF]} controls. 
Error bars indicate 1 SD of mean (n=6). Within each set of columns, different letters 
indicate statistical differences (ANOVA, Tukey, a=0.05). Asterisks above initial cellular 
response indicate statistical difference from negative controls (ANOVA, Tukey, 
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Figure 5: Cellular response to ceramic materials after polishing. Specimens were 
polished with either diamond, or diamond then rubber wheels and diamond polishing 
paste. Cellular response was measured in terms of SDH activity, expressed in terms of 
negative (polytetraflouroethelyne [TF]) controls. Error bars indicate 1 SD of mean 
(n=6). Within each set of columns, different letters indicate statistical differences 
(ANOVA, Tukey, a=O.OS). Asterisks above initial cellular response indicate statistical 
difference from negative controls (ANOVA, Tukey, a=0.05). 36 
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Table IV: Ceramics used in biocompatibility study. 36 

Brand Name Manufacturer Application Core Code 

StylePress 
Metalor, Neuchatel, All-ceramic 

Lithium-disilicate LiDS-! 
Switzerland (Li,Si,Os) 

Empress 2 Ivoclar, Amherst, NY All-ceramic 
Lithium-disilicate 

LiDS-2 
(Li2Si20s) 

IPS empress Ivoclar, Amherst, NY All-ceramic Alumina (AL,03) Leu-P 
Leucite reinforced 

VitaOmega Vident, Brea, CA 
Ceramic fused to dentin Leu-HF 
metal ( feldspathic ), high 

fusing (930 •q 
Leucite reinforced 

Duceragold 
Degussa Dental, Hanan- Ceramic fused to dentin Leu_LF 
Wolfgang, Germany metal (feldspathic), low 

fusing (780 •q 

Oral stress and biocompatibility: 

Types of oral stress 

The oral cavity produces stresses on any material that is used within it. Among the 

most co=on of these stresses are acids and abrasion from toothbrushing. Acids can be 

derived from intraoral and extra oral sources. The primary source of intraoral acid is 

bacterial plaque. Bacterial plaque can be defmed as "a gelatinous mass of bacteria 

adhering to the tooth surface." Plaque is composed of organisms co=only found in the 

oral cavity with receptors specialized for attachment to the oral mucosa and tooth 

structure. These bacteria also form a matrix that allows them to adhere to each other. 

Bacteria such as mutans streptococci and lactobacilli are present as a pandemic infection 

in man. These two strains ofbacteria are capable of producing a great amount of acid, 

are stimulated by sucrose, and are the primary etiologic agents associated with caries in 

man.37 A pH of 5.5 is generally accepted as the threshold for enamel decalcification.38 
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The oral cavity can also receive acids from external sources, most notably foods and 

drinks that are acidic. Carbonated soft drinks can have a pH around 2.4 and orange juice 

has a pH of 3 .4-4.0. 39
• 

40 These conditions can exacerbate the naturally occurring acidic . 

conditions produce by the constantly forming dental plaque. 

Daily oral hygiene consisting of mechanical removal of plaque is regarded as the best 

method to prevent caries and periodontal disease. Improper use of preventive hygiene 

aids such as the toothbrush can have adverse effects. Overly vigorous toothbrushing or 

using the wrong type of toothbrush can produce cervical tooth abrasion and gingival 

recession.41 Enamel removal has been reported by continuous brushing.42 Toothbrushing 

has also be reported to cause wear on.some composite restorative materials, although the 

effects of brushing on all restorative materials is not known. 43 

Because many restorative dental materials are presen.t intraorally for decades, the long

term effects of oral stress factors and their biocompatibility are of concern. Some noble 

and base metal casting alloys have shown to have increased toxicity when brushed in 

acidic and neutral conditions.44 Transient exposure of nickel based casting alloy to an 

acid enviromnent has also demonstrated increased elemental release from the alloy.45 

Oral stresses have been shown to affect the physical characteristics of dental ceramics. 

For example, toothbrushing with a common dentifrice has the ability to wear away the 

color-corrective stains applied to feldspathic porcelains unless a protective glaze is 

applied. 46 It is also well documented that acidulated phosphate fluoride can corrode and 

etch feldspathic porcelain. 47
• 
48 



II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Overview of experimental strategy: 

Three types of ceramic materials were polished and their surface roughness was 

measured. The. specimens were then cleaned and disinfected. The specimens were then 

aged one week under sterile conditions. The specimens then were subject to brushing 

conditions, followed by testing for their in vitro cellular response. The surface roughness 

of the specimens was then tested again (Figure 6). These steps were performed four 

times, with the brushing conditions changing each time. Pre and post-treatment 

photographs were taken of all specimens. 

28 
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Ceramics 

Three types of ceramics were selected for testing, all of which are used in ceramic dental 

restorations. The three ceramics were StylePress (Metalor, Neuchatel, Switzerland), 

Empress 2 (Ivoclar, Amherst, NY), and VitaOmega (Vident, Brea, CA). There were six 

specimens of each type (n=6). Some physical property data was not available for certain 

ceramics due to the proprietary nature of the information. 

StylePress uses lithium-disilicate (LhSh05) as the major crystalline phase in the core. 

This core has homogeneous crystallization with a high percentage of crystallites. The 

crystallites are needle shaped, 0.5 f.i.m in diameter and 5-8 f.i.m in length. These 

crystallites are embedded in a glassy matrix. The core is heat-pressed at 910°C/200 g and 

890°C/1 00 g. The core has a flexural strength of 350 MPa and a chemical solubility of 

70 f.i.g/cm2. The core gives the ceramic its higher strength. The core is covered with an 

overlay composed of an amorphous glass phase without any crystallites for smooth, shiny 

surface. The overlay has a flexural strength of 1 OS MPa and chemical solubility of 20 

f.i.g/cm2. The overlay is designed to give the ceramic high esthetics, translucency, and 

fluorescence. · 

Empress 2 uses Lithium-disilicate (Li2Si205) as the major crystalline phase in the core. 

The core has a flexural strength of305 MPa and a fracture toughness of2.9 MPa!mm2. 

The hardness (Vickers) of Empress 2 is 5.3 GPa. A fluorapatite ceramic is used in the 

layering phase of the fabrication of the restorations. 
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VitaOmega 900 is a low-fusing (900 °C) ceramic that is used for metal-ceramic 

restorations. It is composed of a leucite-reinforced porcelain (KA1Sh06). VitaOmega 

900 has a flexural strenilth of 101 MPa and a chemical solubility of9.8 11g/cm2
• 

The hardness (Vickers) of VitaOmega 900 is 420 mm!kg2
• VitaOmega has a density of 

2.4 g/cm3 and an average particle size of 17.6 11m ( dso). 

The StylePress and Empress 2 were chosen because they were the newer all-ceramic 

materials that have largely been untested for biocompatibility. Our pilot study showed a 

large difference in their cytotoxicity despite the fact they are both composed of lithium

disilicate (LhShOs) as the major crystalline phase in the core. The VitaOmega 900 

represents the traditional feldspathic porcelains that have acceptable cytotoxicity.36 

Preparation of specimens 

The specimens were milled into disk-shaped specimens 5.5 =in diameter and 3 = 

thick with a 1 em x 1.5 =stem th\lt extended from one side of the specimen to facilitate 

handling. The specimen size allowed cytotoxicity testing within the surface area to the 

volume ratio· list (0.5-6.0 cm2/mL) specified by tl).e International Standards 

Organization.49 

The specimens were hand polished on the flat surface with 800-grit carbide paper for 

five minutes. A grit of intermediate roughness was chosen to allow the surface of the 

ceramic specimens to become rougher or smoother during the course of treatment. The 

speciipens were then rinsed with sterile water. 
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The specimens were cleaned and disinfected in preparation for cytotoxicity testing as 

reported previously for alloys.44
• 

50
• 

51 The control used was Teflon (Small Parts, Inc, 

Miami Lakes, FL) specimens identical in size to the ceramics. The Teflon specimens 

were used to account for changes in cytotoxicity that may be caused by cleaning or other 

aspects of specimen manipulation. 

Aging of specimens 

Aging of the specimens was carried out using a procedure previously published and 

was used on the basis that that it most accurately mimicked long-term in vitro 

cytotoxicity tests.44 The aging :procedure presumably encouraged a release of 

components from the material such that subsequent corrosion is similar to that seen after 

8 to I 0 months intraorally. The specimens were rinsed in sterile water, then submerged 

into 0.8% NaCI solution for 96 hours. 0.8% NaCI proved to be an acceptable 

conditioning solution in previous studies.44 After 0.8% NaCI treatment, the specimens 

were rinsed once by being dipped into sterile water. The specimens were then subjected 

to the brushing treatment. 
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Treatment of specimens 

Specimens were brushed in a linear toothbrushing machine (Manly Crossbrushing 

Machine; Sabri Enterprises, Lombard, IL) that was modified to eliminate all brass (Cu

Zn) parts that might contaminate the specimens and alter the cytotoxicity. Brass parts 

were replaced with Ti6Al4V alloy or high-density polyethylene. All surfaces of the 

machine were disinfected with 70% isopropyl alcohol. 

Initially specimens were brushed for 5 minutes with a soft-bristled toothbrush (Oral B 

soft, straight head #35; Oral B Laboratories, Belmont, CA) with 200 g of force at 90 

strokes per minute. The toothbrush used was selected since it meets the accepted 

standards for dental therapeutics. 52 Brushing force and rate were determined by 

measuring the brushing habits of the authors. The time was determined by the average 

time required to complete an accepted brushing technique. 53 The specimens were 

initially brushed in saline for five minutes. The five minute brushing was then repeated 

using a toothpaste solution, followed by an acid solution. The final brushing was carried 

out in a toothpaste solution for a duration of one hour. The time of one hour was chosen 

to provide a more aggressive brushing treatment as compared to 5 minutes. The brushes 

were disinfected with 70% isopropyl alcohol and new brushes were used for each 

treatment. The specimens were polished, disinfected and aged as described previously 

before each afore mentioned brushing treatment. 
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The solution surrounding the specimens and toothbrush during brushing first contained 

saline at pH 7, a 0.1 mol/L NaCl and then saline solution with I :7 (wt/wt) toothpaste 

(Ultrabrite; Colgate-Palmolive Co, New York, NY). The toothpaste was chosen due to 

the fact that it had midrange abrasivity. 54 

The acidic solution used was sodium lactate solution at pH 4. The pH 4 solution was 

chosen because previous stqdies have shown that this pH can be found in foods and under 

plaque on tooth surfaces. 55 The time of treatment in acid was five minutes to be 

consistent with the original brushing time. 

Figure 7. Linear toothbrushing machine (Manly Crossbrushing Machine; Sabri 
Enterprises, Lombard, If-) 
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Cell-culture and measurement of cytotoxicity 

After being brushed, specimens were rinsed in sterile deionized water to remove all 

brushing solutions. Teflon specimens were brushed and tested as controls for cytotoxicity 

to ensure that the brushing did not introduce any contaminates. Cell-culture tests were 

carried out using a direct-contact format according to ISO 10993 specifications49 and as 

described in detail previously.44
• 

50
• 

51
' 

56 The surface area-to-volume ratio of the 

specimen to cell-culture medium was 151 mm2/mL (midrange "of the !SO-recommended 

50 to 600 mm2/mL) and the time of contact was 72 hours. 

Balb/c 3T3 fibroblasts (CCL 63; ATCC, Manassas, VA) were plated at 10,000 

cells/cm2 in a 24-well cell-culture format, followed by immediate placement of the 

specimens into the cultures and incubation at 37 °C and 5% C02 for 72 hours. The cell~ 

culture medium was composed of Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium, 3% NuSerum, 

gentamycin (10 J..lg/mL), penicillin (100 units/mL), and streptomycin (100 J.!g/mL), and 

glutamine (2 mmol/L) (all from Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) at a pH of 7.2. 

Specimens were secured in the ce\1-culture wells with sterile polypropylene holders 

(custom made from 50-mL centrifuge tubes, Gibco BRL). Each culture plate had its own 

control, consisting of polytetrafluoroethylene (Small Part, Miami Lakes, FL). Control 

specimens received the same cleaning and disinfection treatments as the ceranuc 

specimens. 
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Cell response was assessed using the MTT (3-[ 4,5-dimethyl-thiazol-2yl-]-2,5diphenyl 

tetrazolium bromide) method for mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase (SOH) 

activity.57 The SDH activity reflected a combination of cellular viability and cell number 

around the ceramic specimens, as has been commonly used for biologic assessments.58 

The ceramic specimens were removed from the culture wells, the cells were rinsed with 

phosphate-buffered saline solution. MTT solution (1 mglmL, 1 molal sodium succinate 

buffer; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was added, and the cells were incubated at 3 7 oc for 45 

minutes. During this time, active mitochondria converted the yellow, soluble MIT into 

intracellular blue, insoluble MIT-formazan. Cells were t)len fixed with Tri-buffered 

formalin (4%, pH 7.2), followed by a water rinse. 

· Finally, the MIT formazan was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (Sigma) and the 

optical density of the resulting solution was read at 562 nm using a plate reader (Vmax; 

Molecular Devices, Menlo Park, CA). Optical density was converted to a percentage of 

negative controls for each cell-culture plate. 

Measurement of roughness 

The surface roughness of all specimens was measured by a profilomter (Form Tally 

Surf Series 2 120i, Taylor Hobson Inc., Rolling Meadows, IL) that gave a statistically 

reliable profile of the surface waviness and roughness. The profilometer employed a 

stylus (Tip Radius: 2um, Tip Angle: 90 °) that measures surface roughness in 

micrometers. 
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The stylus passed over each specimen in three different subsequent linear patterns. Each 

individual measurement was approximately three millimeters in length. The average 

roughness of the three measurements was then calculated to produce a roughness profile 

(R.) in J.lm for each specimen tested. R. is the universally recognized, and most used 

parameter of roughness. It is the arithmetic mean of the absolute departures of the 

roughness profiles from the mean line. Roughness and waviness were separated by 

means of filtering. 

The surface roughness was measured after the specimens were polished and after the 

specimens had been brushed and tested for cytotoxicity to measure surface roughness as 

an indicator of specimen damage. The change in pre and post-treatment roughness was 

then calculated. 

Photography 

Five series of photographs were taken of all specimens. The photographs were taken at 

the pre-treatment phase after initial polishing and after each of the four brushing 

treatments. A Nikon Metallurgical Microscope model Eclipse ME600L (Nikon 

instruments, inc. Melville, NY) was used at a power of lOx. The imaging system used 

was the Spot RT Slider (Diagnostic instruments, inc., Sterling Heights, MI). The 

photographs were designed to give visual correlation of surface roughness along with the 

profilometry data. 
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Statistical analysis 

Analyses of the results were divided into two major groups. First, the cellular 

responses of the specimens following ea~h brushing treatment were compared using one

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey pairwise multiple comparison intervals, 

with a=0.05. Next, the change in pre and post-treatment surface roughness was 

compared using a two-sided t-test, Tukey pairwise multiple comparison intervals, 

a=0.05. 



III. RESULTS 

Cytotoxicity 
The ceramic materials altered SDH activity of the Balb/c fibroblasts, but only in 

selected conditions for selected materials. After brushing specimens for 5 min. without 

toothpaste, the VitaOmega specimens caused mild suppression of SDH activity (<10%, 

not statistically significant, P<0.05) compared to the negative Teflon (Tf) control (Fig. 

SA). The StylePress caused mild stimulation of SDH activity ( ""5%, not statistically 

significant, P<0.05), and the Empress 2 mildly suppressed SDH activity (""20%, 

statistically significant, P<0.05) compared to the negative control (Fig. SA). 

When the materials were brushed for 5 min. with toothpaste, the materials changed the 

cell responses only slightly (Fig. SB). Both the VitaOmega and the StylePress 

suppressed SDH activity (<5%, not statistically significant, P<0.05) compared to the Tf. 

The Empress 2 specimens stimulated SDH activity. slightly (<5%, not statistically 

significant, P<0.05). 

When the materials were treated more aggressively by brushing for 1 h with 

toothpaste, all materials suppressed SDH activity slightly, but the changes were not 

statistically significant (Fig. SC). 

39 
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The VitaOmega caused mild suppression ofSDH activity (<10%, not statistically 

significant, P<0.05) compared to the Tf control. Both the StylePress and the Empress 2 

specimens caused mild suppression of SDH activity ( <15%, not statistically significant, 

P<0.05) compared to the negative control. 

All specimens that were brushed with lactic acid (pH=4) caused a depression of SDH 

activity of the cells by at least 20% (Fig. 8D). The VitaOmega caused mild suppression 

of SDH activity (51 0%, not statistically significant, P<0.05) compared to Tf. The SDH 

depression caused by StylePress and the Empress 2 was nearly 40%, and was statistically 

significant. 

Surface roughness (R.) 

No brushing condition significantly changed surface roughness as measured by 

profilometry · (Fig.9). Five minutes of toothbrushing without toothpaste caused the 

surface of the VitaOmega specimen to become slightly but not statistically more rough 

( =6.2 ~m, not statistically significant, P<0.05). The StylePress surface displayed 

virtually no change in surface roughness. The surfa9e of the Empress 2 material became 

slightly more smooth (<0.2 jlm, not statistically significant, P<0.05) (Fig. 9A). 
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When brushed with toothpaste for 5 min., all ceramic specimens became slightly but 

not statistically more smooth (Fig. 9B). The VitaOmega specimens showed the most 

change ( ~.3 J.Lm, not statistically significant, P<0.05). 

The surface of both the StylePress and the Empress 2 materials became slightly smoother 

(<0.1 J.Lm, not statistically significant, P<0.05). 

Brushing the specimens 1 h with toothpaste had a minimal effect on the surface 

roughness of the materials t<;sted (Fig. 9C). The surface of the VitaOmega specimens 

became slightly smoother (<0.1 J.Lm, not statistically significant, P<0.05). The surface of 

both the StylePress and the Empress 2 materials became slightly rougher (<0.0.5 J.LID, not 

statistically significant, P<0.05). 

Brushing in lactic acid (pH=4) for 5 min. had a varied effect on the surface roughness 

of the ceramic materials (Fig. 9D). The surface of the VitaOmega specimens became 

slightly rougher ( ~.0.5 J.Lm, not statistically significant, P<0.05). The StylePress 

material displayed the most change by becoming smoother ( ~.3 J.Lm, not statistically 

significant, P<0.05). The surface of the Empress 2 material remained virtually 

unchanged. 
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Surface photographs 

The photographs of the ceramic specimens taken with a microscope showed no major 

visual changes in the surface of the materials tested (Fig 1 0). The Vita Omega material 

tended 'to appear smoother after the being subjected to the four treatment regimens. 

There was also evidence that the Empress 2 material had the least amount of porosity of 

the ceramic materials. 
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Figure 8. Cellular response to ceramic materials after treatment. Cellular response was 
measured in terms of SDH activity, expressed in terms of negative 
{polytetrajluoroethylene [Tj]} controls. Error bars indicate 1 SD of mean (n=6). With 
each set of columns, different letters indicate statistical differences (ANOVA, Tukey, 
a=O. 05). Asterisks above cellular response indicate statistical difference from negative 
controls (ANOVA, Tukey, a=0.05). 
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Figure 10. Photographs of the ceramic specimens before and after each treatment. The 
photographs were taken at the pre-treatment phase after initial polishing and after each 
of the fo,ur brushing treatments. A Nikon Metallurgical Microscope model Eclipse 
ME600L (Nikon instruments, inc. Melville, NY) was used at a power of 1 Ox. 



IV. DISCUSSION 

Toxicity 

The results suggest that in vitro, the cytotoxicity of the tested ceramic materials was 

not consistently altered when the specimens were brushed under various conditions (Fig. 

8). Previous studies indicate that aggressive polishing procedures cause some ceramic 

materials to exhibit increased cytotoxicity in vitro. 36 The clinical biologic risk of these 

materials depends on the ability of normal daily activities, such as toothbrushing, to 

disturb the surface layers enough to elicit this cytotoxicity. In the current study, 

toothbrushing caused the ceramic materials to alter the SDH activity of the Balb/c 

fibroblasts, but only in selected conditions for selected materials. Under most ofthe 

brushing conditions, the ceramics displayed mild (<25%) SDH suppression, which was 

not statistically significant. The greatest SDH suppression occurred after brushing the 

specimens in lactic acid (pH=4) for 5 minutes. Under these conditions the VitaOmega 

specimens caused mild suppression of SDH activity ( ::10%, not statistically significant, 

P<0.05) compared to Tf. The SDH depression caused by StylePress and the Empress 2 

was nearly 40%, and was statistically significant. The result following acid treatment 

was not surprising since the ability of acid to degrade dental ceramics has been well 

documented.28
• 
47

• 
48 

46 
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The term "mild" regarding suppression of SDH activity is based on industry standards. 

Most researchers in the field ofbiocompatibility consider <25% SDH suppression to be 

clinically acceptable, although there is no strict definition. This acceptability is 

empirical, based on the long-term clinical use of many materials with this level of 

cytotoxicity. SDH suppression of 50% or greater is generally considered to be clinically 

unacceptable. 59 The amount of surface perturbation necessary to achieve SDH 

suppression of 50% for these materials was not determined in the current study. 

The changes in SDH activity caused by the Empress 2 material were interesting. This. 

material mildly suppressed SDH activity ( <25%) following toothbrushing for 5 minutes 

without toothpaste, but increased SDH activity (""10%) after 5 minutes of toothbrushing 

with toothpaste. One possible explanation for this finding is that the difference was 

simply statistical variation. Another cause of this disparity could be that the brushing 

with toothpaste created a smear layer preventing mass release from the specimens, 

although no other evidence exists for such a layer (Figure 1 0). 

More variation in the results was observed with the more aggressive brushing 

treatments (1 hour brushing with toothpaste and 5 minutes brushing in acid) than with the 

less aggressive treatments (5 minutes brushing with and without toothpaste). The more 

aggressive treatments may have caused this variation by amplifying small differences in 

the individual specimens. This difference can be explained because most toxicity dose

response curves are sigmoidal in nature. 
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With a sigmoidal dose-response, a small change in mass release of elements will result in 

a much larger change in SDH response, even though attempts are made to control the 

variables such as treatment conditions.60 Thus, small variations in the mass released from 

specimens, most pronounced under aggressive treatment conditions, would result in the 

greater observed SDH variation. 

The cause of the changes in SDH activity was not determined by the current study. 

The literature suggests that materials with reduced SDH response release mass into the 

cell-culture medium of sufficient quantity or types to affect cells. 61 ?valuation of mass 

release from ceramics is not common in the literature, although several studies have 

shown such a mass release?8
• 

61
• 

62 A recent study has reported the release of lithium in to 

culture medium following in vitro wear testing of a lithium disilicate ceramic. 62 

Potassium and sodium appear to be the most commonly released from elements 

ceramics, 61 but these elements are not particularly hazardous compared to other ceramic 

components such as aluminum and lithium. In all probability the changes in SDH 

response observed in the current study were accompanied by changes in mass release. 

Future studies could assess the correlations between mass release and cytotoxicity. 

Cytotoxicity can be assessed by measuring some type of cellular activity (such as MTT), 

while mass release can be measured by atomic absorption spectroscopy or inductively 

coupled plasma (ICP). 29 

A question may arise·about the suitability of repeatedly using the same ceramic 

specimens for the various brushing treatments. Can the same surface be reproduced after 

these treatments? 
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A previous study indicates that conditioning these ceramics for 96 h after polishing 

restored their SDH response to that of their initial aging. 36 However, to try to minimize 

the effects of this potential problem, the less aggressive treatments (TB, TB + TP) were 

performed first in an attempt to prevent a situation where surfaces would be irreversibly 

damaged. This strategy appeared successful in the current work. 

The relevance of using a ceramic core material versus a ceramic veneering material 

for in vitro biologic testing is a valid issue, considering that ideally the core material 

would not be exl?osed directly to the oral cavity. The biocompatibility of dental casting 

alloys using in porcelain-fused-to-metal restorations has undergone extensive testing 

reported in the literature. 12
-
14

• 
29

• 
32

• 
44

• 
50

• 
51

• 
56 Dental casting alloys have been reported to 

cause adverse tissue reactions in some situations, 15
-
17 even where veneered with 

porcelain. Furthermore, certain circumstances such as open margins or occlusal wear 

expose the core material to intra-oral conditions such as toothbrushing and acids. Thus, a 

ceramic core material is likely a lower biologic risk, but nevertheless a risk is still present 

and needs to be defined. The current work attempts to begin to define the risk under 

some clinically relevant conditions. 

The MTT method for SDH activity was chosen to assess the cytotoxic response 

because SDH activity reflects a combination of cellular viability and cell number around 

the ceramic specimens. 59 Cell viability is assessed in the terms of basic mitochondrial 

metabolism, which is fundamental to cell survival and function. In past studies the MTT 

method has proven to be an efficient, inexpensive, and accurate method of determining in 

vitro biocompatibility.59 The results of the current study are congruous with these ideas. 
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A concern can always be raised over the relevance of using in vitro tests to predict the 

in vivo biological response. 58 The results of this study indicate that the ceramic materials 

tested carry a minimal cytotoxic risk when the clinical standards for dental casting alloys 

are applied. 51 

Conclusions related to other aspects of the in vivo biologic responses, such as allergy, 

inflammation, and mutagenicity, cannot be drawn from this study. Future studies should 

explore these more complex biological responses. 

Surface roughness {R3) 

The results of the profilometric evaluation (roughness) did not reveal any significant 

changes caused by the brushing treatments. The current study did not measure surface 

roughness to quantify wear of the specimens or the amount of material lost. Rather, this 

measurement was used to attempt to correlate ceramic specimen surface damage with the 

various brushing and acid treatments, with the hypothesis that surface damage would 

correlate with cytotoxicity. This being said, it is difficult to show direct link between 

toxicity and change in surface roughness. 

The amount of change in surface roughness that would have caused significant SDH 

suppression was not determined by this study. Change in surface roughness is not an 

absolute indicator of surface damage, and surface damage is not an absolute indicator of 

change in roughness. For example, treating a material with a fine abrasive over an 

extended period of time would cause surface damage in terms of wear, but yet the surface 

would still remain relatively smooth. 
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The same idea applies clinically where a cast restoration may undergo chemical changes 

intraorally that cause the alloy to release ions, but the surface roughness of the alloy 

would appear unaltered. Because surface damage is most relevant to changes in 

cytotoxicity, the lack of change in roughness observed in the current study may not 

reflect cytotoxic effects. Tests that evaluate weight loss or volume loss may be more 

accurate indicators of surface damage and should be considered for future studies. It 

should be noted that weight loss and volume loss are not absolute indicators of surface 

damage. Surface damage can also occur with no weight or volume change, such as a net 

chemical alteration, or with an increase in weight or volume such as chemical deposition. 

A considerable amount of variation occurred in measuring the change in surface 

roughness. Three measurements that were 3 mm in length were taken for each specimen, 

and then averaged to calculate the R.. Since the R. value is the mean of the absolute 

departures of the roughness profiles from a threshold mean line, by nature the high and 

low surface irregularities of the ceramic specimen produce significant variation. To 

maximize sensitivity to detect damage, profilometric measurements were taken 

perpendicular to the direction of the toothbrushing; nevertheless, the surface area of the 

specimens may have been too small therefore producing an "edge effect" that could have 

skewed the data. 

\ 
• 
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Although every attempt was made to reproduce measurements after each brushing 

treatment, it was impossible to be certain that the measurements were taken from the 

same exact locations on the specimens each time. The sensitivity of the profilometer 

used may not have been adequate to ascertain the changes in surface roughness of the 

ceramic specimens. The stylus used had tip dimensions of a radius = 2 f-Lm at an angle of 

90 o. Although the measurements taken were in f-Lm, the actual surface changes may have 

been smaller. 

Other profilometers using laser technology are capable of measuring in nm and could be 

considered for future studies. Techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) are 

able to measure surface irregularities in angstroms (A). Compared with optical 

microscopy (optical profiles), the AFM provides unambiguous measurement of step 

heights, independent of reflectivity differences between materials. It is possible that 

these other methods would be more able to detect changes in the material surface caused 

by the various brushing techniques. 

Whether toothpaste is abrasive enough to cause a measurable change in the surface 

roughness of ceramics is an interesting issue. Based on information extrapolated from 

other studies, it can be concluded that the abrasiveness of toothpaste is between 1200 and 

4000 grit, depending on the brand. 63
• 

64 A study indicated that even the most abrasive 

material used in commercially available toothpastes will not scratch enamel. 63 Ceramics 

are generally harder than enamel ( 460 vs. 340 kg/mm2
), therefore it is unlikely that 

toothpaste will scratch ceramics. The results of the current study support these 

observations because the toothpaste did not appear to roughen the ceramics (Fig. 1 0). 
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Surface photography 

The photographs of the VitaOmega ceramic specimens appeared to show that 

specimens became smoother during the course of treatment, although the profilometry 

results did not verify this. The photographs were not intended to be a quantitative 

assessment of change in roughness, more of an attempt to see if changes were in fact 

visible. 

The fabrication techniques for an individual type of ceramic heavily influence the 

innate nature of ceramic defects such as porosity. Feldspathic porcelains such as 

VitaOmega are fabricated by sintering. Sintered ceramics tend to have more porosity 

than ceramics made by other fabrication techniques such as machining or heat-pressing. 

This was evident in the photographic evaluation of the specimens tested (Fig. 1 0). The 

VitaOmega ceramics showed more porositY in the photographs than either of the lithium 

disilicate ceramics tested. Both lithium disi!icate ceramics tested in this study are 

fabricated by heat-pressing, which reduces porosity. The measurement of roughness used 

in this study may be limited due to these factors. The photographs may not have been 

images of the direct areas of specimen roughness measurement, therefore it would be 

imprudent to relate the two a. representative of each other. When viewing an image, the 

human eye tends to average out variance and irregularities, whereas the profilometry 

measurements carmot. The profilometer used may also not have been a sensitive enough 

measuring device to correlate with the photographs (see discussion above). 



V. SUMMARY 

The results of the present study suggest that the in vitro biologic response of the tested 

materials was not consistently altered when the specimens were subjected to various 

conditions of toothbrushing. More aggressive treatment with acid did increase 

cytotoxicity. Furthermore, a definite correlation between change in surface roughness 

and altered biologic response could not be established. Thus, in future studies surface 

roughness could be tested in conjunction with mass loss of the ceramic specimens. 

Future studies should also focus on the microstructure, porosity, or release of elemental 

components from ceramic specimens to better predict and explain biologic response. A 

better understanding of these issues may lead to the development of dental ceramics with 

.optimal · biologic properties, and tests to predict these properties. 
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